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Traditionally  Ahead

Oscar Boscarol srl has always encouraged the research for vanguard solutions and technologies 
with compelling quality that might match the operators needs during emergency activities. 
This is the force that led our products to become a helping hand,
an indispensable support and constant reference for all insiders.  
Today the Oscar Boscarol srl is a worldwide leader exporting half of its products to foreign markets.
The entire company organization is involved in continuous improvement processes 
where our customer satisfaction is an essential value. 
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Traditionally  Ahead

R&D
The continuous requests for innovation coming from the market called for some turning points concerning design and 
production processes: for this reason the company took the chance to develop entire product lines speci�cally dedicated 
to the emergency.  

Back in the 90s �rst aid and emergency activities were a�ected by logistic and operative lacks: emergency vehicles were 
often undererrated and crumbling. As a matter of fact most of the vehicles were thought as mere patients transport means 
thus increasing mortality rate. In the 2000s the increase of fatal car crashes connected to rehabilitation  high costs led the 
WHO (World Health Organization) to evaluate the situation and considering it as a “slipped out of control” circumstance. 
Furthermore, the increase of natural catastrophes and huge infective diseases besides the continuous requests for civil 
protection interventions were all aspects to be taken into consideration: the Oscar Boscarol srl was promptly present on 
the market with products up to the users speci�c needs.  

The increase of emergency vehicles production worldwide led to the creation of a products range  completely dedicated 
to this use intention; �rstly, the re-styling of the OB2000 suction unit adapted in order to comply to the latest regulations 
in due course, and then the wall bracket, the �rst one to be worldwide homologated after speci�c crash tests and lately the 
OB1000, OB Minivac and OB500 (ambulance stationary suction unit) range of products. Thanks to its resources the Oscar 
Boscarol srl applied the European Directive on its medical devices right since 1987 by introducing design and production 
modi�cations properly �tting new projects development. Since 1988 the Company has been pursuing the way of techno-
logical innovation for all its devices by investing all pro�ts so to complete the suction unit family of products thus making 
them worldwide known.

In the year 2003 a new study for an oxygen distribution system and related pressure reducer on emergency vehicles 
started: it successfully ended in the year 2005 after all laboratory tests were performed, which led to the �nal homologa-
tion and the issue of the CE certi�cate with consequent commercialization of the devices.   

Since the year 2008 some new product families were added to the existing range of Boscarol products such as resuscita-
tors and ventilation masks thus reaching a complete independence from other manufacturers and becoming more com-
petitive on all markets, o�ering innovative, safer products and in accordance with all current norms.
Today, the company is present on both national and international markets with the following products family:

1.    Medical Suction Unit particularly suitable in the emergency �eld
2.    Bags, rucksacks and cases for the safe and functional storage of medical devices
3.    Immobilization and transport products for poly-traumatized patients
4.    Pressure reducer for medical oxygen
5.    Oxygen distribution kit for ambulances and emergency vehicles
6.    Resuscitator bags
7.    Ventilation masks



Emergency Medical Systems
QUALITY
Oscar Boscarol srl developed its Quality system accordingly to ISO 9001 (Quality Management Systems) and ISO 13485 
(Medical devices – Quality Management Systems). The company acts and behave in compliance with all National laws 
besides European and local norms (when requested) referring to medical devices design, production, commercialization 
and after sale service. Particularly, the company aims to wholly follow and respect what required by 93/42/CEE European 
norm, ever since its �rst issue up to all revisions, modi�cations and later additions together with all reference rules and 
guidelines in due course. Our organization has always been involved in a process that might respect the environment and 
constantly applies measures and activities aiming the utmost level of eco-sustainability. 

Design and homologation of our medical devices comes from a pretty scarce compliance to customers queries and law 
requirements of many devices. One of Oscar Boscarol Company �rst goal has always been to design and manufacture speci-
�c products for this particular �eld, continuously updated in order to satisfy both customer and legal requests and prerequi-
sites. The entire company organization is involved in a process dealing with continuous improvement where the customer’s 
satisfaction represents an indefeasible value.

Oscar Boscarol company has de�ned its quality management system as strategic mean to:
• Satisfy quality policy and its specified goals.
• Prove to be able to provide products compliant both to our customers and legal requirements alike on a regular basis, by   
   e�ciently applying the quality system itself.
• Strengthen our tendency to prevent and eventually correct the causes of possible problems and intervene after the effects  
   have been detected. Activate all procedures allowing to prevent, intervene and document all negative effects dealing with  
   the use of medical devices (post-production information).
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